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2014
Student Research Symposium

April 9, 2014, 1:00 to 2:30 PM, Tower 1101
Sebastian Francis-Burnell

Terese Raschel Lukey
“Living Wampanoag: The Art of Reclaiming the Wopânââk Language”

Emily Watlington
“Aby Warburg and Marcel Duchamp: A Microcosm of Radical Western Modernism”
Sebastian Francis-Burnell

Deep Roots, Heavy Fruits: The Grave Realism in Japanese Anime
Deep Roots, Heavy Fruits: The Grave Realism in Japanese Anime

Sebastian Francis-Burnell
Why do fireflies have to die so soon?
Terese Raschel Lukey
Living Wampanoag:
The Art of Reclaiming the Wopânââk Language
Emily Watlington
Aby Warburg and Marcel Duchamp: A Microcosm of Radical Western Modernism
Panel Discussion

Questions & Answers
Reception
Everyone is cordially invited!